
EDITED PEDIGREE for NADIRA (GER)

NADIRA (GER)
(Bay mare 2017)

Sire:
RELIABLE MAN (GB)
(Grey 2008)

Dalakhani (IRE)
(Grey 2000)

Darshaan

Daltawa (IRE)

On Fair Stage (IRE)
(Bay 1993)

Sadler's Wells (USA)

Fair Salinia

Dam:
NAOMIA (GER)
(Bay 2004)

Monsun (GER)
(Brown 1990)

Konigsstuhl (GER)

Mosella (GER)

Nagoya (GER)
(Bay 1996)

Goofalik (USA)

Nuas (GER)

4Sx5D Northern Dancer

NADIRA (GER), placed once in Germany at 2 years and £1,081; Own sister to ; dam of:NARELLA (IRE)
2022 Nomade (GER) (c. by Millowitsch (GER)).

1st Dam
NAOMIA (GER), 2 races in Germany at 2 and 3 years and £21,140 including Festa-Rennen, Baden-Baden, , placed twice including thirdwon L.

in Jean Harzheim Rennen, Cologne, ; dam of :L. 6 winners
NARELLA (IRE) (2015 f. by Reliable Man (GB)), 2 races in Germany at 2 years and £29,914 including Steinhoff Zukunftsrennen,won

Baden-Baden, .Gr.3
NOVALIS (GER) (2012 g. by Soldier Hollow (GB)), 2 races in Belgium at 5 years and £17,527 and placed 8 times; also 3 raceswon won

over jumps in France at 3 and 5 years and £27,010.
NELKE (GER) (2011 f. by Kallisto (GER)), 4 races in Belgium and Germany at 3 and 4 years and £41,729 and placed 11 times.won
NATHAN (GER) (2019 g. by Australia (GB)), 1 race in France at 3 years, 2022 and £15,400 and placed 3 times.won
NAVEGA (GER) (2016 f. by Lope de Vega (IRE)), 1 race in Germany at 3 years and £5,530 and placed 3 times.won
NAILA (FR) (2020 f. by Adlerflug (GER)), 1 race in Germany at 2 years, 2022 and £3,529.won
Nastasia (GER) (2013 f. by Soldier Hollow (GB)), placed twice in Germany at 4 years.
Nadira (GER), see above.
Nassau (GER) (2009 f. by Soldier Hollow (GB)), ran once in France at 2 years; dam of 3 winners.

NEPAL (GER) (f. by Kallisto (GER)), 2 races in Germany and Italy at 3 years and £150,230 including Oaks d'Italia, Milan, , placedGr.2
third in pferdewetten.de Grosser Hansa Preis, Hamburg, .Gr.2

NEPALO (GER), 2 races in Germany at 4 years, 2022 and £7,621 and placed 3 times.

2nd Dam
NAGOYA (GER), , 2 races in Germany and Italy at 2 and 3 years and £58,726 includingJt 4th top rated 3yr old filly in Italy in 1999 won

Oaks d'Italia, Milan, and placed 3 times; dam of :Gr.1 9 winners
NAOMIA (GER), see above.
Namoum (GER) (c. by Samum (GER)), 5 races over jumps in Italy at 4, 6 and 7 years and £57,360, placed second in Gran Corsa Siepiwon

di Milano Hurdle, Milan, .Gr.1
NABAKUK (GER), 7 races in Germany from 5 to 8 years and £27,224 and placed 42 times.won
NASHITA (GER), 6 races in Belgium and Germany at 3 and 4 years and £42,217 and placed 5 times; dam of a winner.won

NARELLO (GER), 3 races in Germany at 3 and 4 years and placed 4 times; also placed once over jumps in Germany at 4 years.
Nasrani (GER), placed 4 times in Germany and Serbia at 3 and 4 years, 2021.
Norton (GER), placed twice in Germany at 2 years, 2022.

NAUKA (GER), 5 races in France and Germany from 2 to 4 years and placed 5 times.won
NAUTIKA DANON (GER), 4 races in France and Germany at 3 and 4 years and £38,342 and placed 9 times; dam of a winner.won

GROSSIER (FR), 4 races in Poland at 2, 3 and 5 years, 2021 and placed 4 times.
Coco (FR), placed once in France at 3 years, 2021.

NAUKOS (GER), 4 races in France and Germany at 3 and 4 years and placed 7 times.won
NACATO (GER), 1 race in Italy at 3 years and placed 3 times; also 1 race over jumps in Italy at 5 years and placed twice.won won
NEPOTIN (GER), 1 race in Germany at 2 years and placed 3 times.won
Nastia (GER), unraced; dam of winners.

NINA FOR ME (ITY), 5 races in Italy from 2 to 4 years and placed 15 times.
NEVER WILL (ITY), 3 races in Italy at 3 and 4 years and placed 8 times.

3rd Dam
NUAS (GER), , , 5 races in West2nd top rated 2yr old filly in Germany in 1986 3rd top rated 3yr old filly in Germany in 1987 won



Germany at 2 and 3 years, Henry M Betrix Hessen-Pokal, Frankfurt, , Preis der Winterkonigin, Mulheim, , AlexanderGr.2 L.
Rennen-Valentin Seibert Mem., Frankfurt, , Festa Rennen, Baden-Baden, and Preis von Koln, Koln, , placed 7 times including secondL. L. L.
in Preis des Casino Travemunde, Hamburg, and Preis vom Schloss Roland-Stutenpreis, Dusseldorf, and third in Herbst StutenpreisGr.3 L.
um den Gatz.Alt-Pokal, Neuss, ; dam of including:Gr.3 8 winners
NAGOYA (GER), see above.
NUREUS (GER), 3 races in Germany including Grosser Preis von Lotto Hamburg, Hamburg,won L.
NIKOL (GER), 2 races in Germany and placed 4 times; dam of winners.won

Niklas (GER), 3 races in Germany; also 5 races over jumps in Italy, placed second in Premio Nuovi Salti Novices Steeplechase, Rome,
and Premio Giulio Caccia Hurdle, Milan,L. L.

NAGAOKA (GER), 1 race in Germany; dam of winners.won
STAUNTON STREET (FR), 5 races over jumps in France including Gde Crse de Haies de Printemps H Hurdle, Auteuil, .Gr.3
ABERDEEN STREET (FR), 1 race over jumps in France at 4 years, 2022 and placed 3 times.

The next dam NUTRIA (GER), 2 races in West Germany at 3 years and placed twice; dam of including:won 11 winners
NUAS (GER), see above.
Nappa (GER), 3 races in West Germany, placed second in Dillmann-Memorial, Koln, , dam of winners.won L.
NOTTURNA, 4 races in West Germany and placed 11 times; dam of winners.won

NARRABETH (IRE), 2 races in Germany including Moet & Chandon Cup, Hamburg, , placed second in Furstenberg-Rennen,L.
Baden-Baden, .Gr.3

MBUNDA (GB), 1 race in France and placed 5 times; dam of winners.won
NORTH AMERICA (GER), 3 races in Germany and Italy including Premio Archidamia, Rome, and Japan Racing AssociationL.

Trophy, Baden-Baden, ; dam of , 3 races in Germany including Baden-Badener Hotellerie &L. NOT FOR SALE (GER)
Gastronomie, Baden-Baden, and Grosser Preis von Rossman, Hannover, , placed third in Premio Verziere - Mem. Aldo Cirla C.L. L.
Naz, Milan, .Gr.3
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